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What's new and brewing
at Otto?

"These guys have a
newsletter now?"
SHARAN JHAVERI AND AVANTHIKA CHAITHANYA

Yes,  we do.
 
The Otto Telegraph is a quarterly newsletter
showcasing articles written and published by our
mentees under The Otto Research Initiative.  

On top of our constant Whatsapp, Instagram and
Linkedin posts,  we now bring you yet another way
in which you can read our latest research.  But
that's not all !  Learn about upcoming conferences,
stay informed on new batch launches,  and more on
what's in store from us at Otto,  all  in one place!

Presenting to you,  the f irst ever issue of . . . . . *drumroll
please* . . . . .The Otto Telegraph. We wish you a
scintil lating read.

A Comprehensive Review
of Neuronal Changes in
Diabetics

Management of Steroid-
Resistant Nephrotic
Syndrome in Children

Indexing 101

https://www.cureus.com/articles/73145-role-of-vitamin-b12-and-folate-in-metabolic-syndrome
https://www.cureus.com/articles/73825-diagnostic-challenges-and-management-of-fibromyalgia
https://www.cureus.com/articles/73636-role-of-direct-oral-anticoagulation-agents-as-thromboprophylaxis-in-antiphospholipid-syndrome
https://www.cureus.com/articles/74930-a-comprehensive-review-of-neuronal-changes-in-diabetics
https://www.cureus.com/articles/75221-management-of-steroid-resistant-nephrotic-syndrome-in-children


A Letter from
the Founders.

No Monologues,  promise.

DR AVANTHIKA CHAITHANYA

Salud!  
I f  you're reading this ,  I 'm going to assume that you are
going to read the rest of this newsletter too!  (Or at least,
tell  me that you did,  so that it  helps me sleep at night) .

Jokes apart ,  I 'm super thril led about the launch of the f irst
issue of The Otto Telegraph .   The Otto Research Initiative
had been a dream of ours for quite some time, and we really
are humbled that it  took off  so well ,  and has reached so
many IMGs worldwide.  It  also lead us to meet so many
amazing people on the same journey,  and we couldn't be
happier mentoring such awesome IMGs!

I  really hope that you have an enjoyable time reading this
newsletter,  and that it  rekindles the spirit  of the researcher
in you! 
Signing off  with some of my carefully curated motivational
research quotes:
"Basic research is what I  am doing when I  don't know what
I  am doing . "
-  Wernher von Braun
"Go Science!"  
-  Dr Avanthika Chaithanya 
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DR SHARAN JHAVERI

"Research is  tedious  and boring.  People  only  do  i t
for  their  CVs.  Besides,  I  did  one  project  in  med-
school  and realised i t 's  not  for  me."

Sound familiar? You're not alone.  
I  have a dream.. .  Oh right,  no monologues.  Well ,  we're glad
you found us online,  we hope we didn't annoy you too
much with our promotions.  I  co-founded Otto with one
goal in mind, empowering IMGs worldwide with the tools
and skil ls  to publish their own scientif ic papers.  

In the 2 months that you train with us,  not only do you
learn how to do research,  but you finish with a Publication
in a Pub-Med indexed Peer Reviewed Journal .  We feel that
tends to be a better reward than an online certif icate.  

The Otto Telegraph is a testament to what IMGs can
accomplish with the right guidance and dedication.
Moreover,  we aim to make this a quarterly issue,  adressing
the questions we all  have no answers to.   So,  welcome
aboard the Otto Telegraph. We hope you enjoy our work.  



WHY IS INDEXING IMPORTANT [2]?
Readership and Accessibil ity.

The main purpose of a journal is  to be accessible
to a large audience.  Once a journal is  indexed,
the papers in it  are made available to all  users of
that database.  This improves the accessibil ity of
the papers it  publishes,  thus leading to higher
citation numbers (more people reading and thus
citing your work) and hence a higher impact
factor (see below).
 
In the age of information explosion,  we have
learned to rely on a few trusted sources for
authentic news.  It ’s  the same way with scientif ic
content.  

Reputation and reliabil ity is  the currency of
Publishing,  academic and otherwise;  every
journal wants to be named a valid and reliable
source of information.

Indexing
101
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INDEXING 101:  WHAT IS INDEXING?
Medical l iterature today is hosted under 5 major
databases- MEDLINE  & PubMed Central  (US
National Library of Medicine),  EMBASE  &
SCOPUS (Elsevier)  and ISI  database (Thomas
Reuters) .  

Think of each database as a separate online
library.  Each l ibrary has a committee that
decides which books (scientif ic journals)  should
be hosted in their l ibrary.  When you say a
journal is  PubMed indexed, it  means that the
journal is  part of the PubMed Database.

Naturally ,  the good books (think Harry Potter)
would be hosted in every l ibrary,  whereas the
average ones sometimes f ind it  diff icult to f ind a
home. 
 
Broadly speaking,  indexing of a journal indicates
its quality,  and indexed journals are considered
to be of a higher scientif ic quality than non-
indexed journals [1] .  

What is it  & Why does 
it  matter?

What is  Indexing?
 

Why is Indexing important? 
 

MEDLINE v/s PubMed v/s
PubMed Central

 
Impact Factor Simplif ied

 
ERAS & Publications

 
 
 
 



Indexing
101
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MEDLINE VS PUBMED VS PUBMED
CENTRAL [3,4]

MEDLINE-  The official  database of the National
Library of Medicine (NLM),  a subdivision of the
NIH. It  is  the online version of the Index Medicus,
an indexing system started in 1874.  

PubMed-  The broader database,  includes the
article records from MEDLINE, and then some.
PubMed contains the full  bibliographic details
for articles but DOES NOT contain the full  text of
any articles that it  covers (usually has l inks to
the same)  

PubMed Central-   A separate entity from
PubMed, it  is  a  digital  archive of full-text
articles run by the NLM. 

In conclusion,  

PubMed  citations come from 1)  MEDLINE indexed
journals,  2)  journals/manuscripts deposited in
PMC, and 3) NCBI Bookshelf . [5]

What is it  & Why does 
it  matter?

 

Coverage in PMC generally
leads to coverage in PubMed
(although some PMC content

like book reviews is not
covered) ,  but it  DOES NOT
qualify a journal for being

indexed in MEDLINE. Journals
covered in PMC have to meet

certain editorial  standards,
but they are not as stringent

as for MEDLINE coverage.  
 

Moreover,  some journals claim
to be PubMed indexed, but on

a closer look have only
selected articles from the

journal that appear in
PubMed. These journals are

NOT officially indexed in
PubMed and publishing here

implies the least possible
visibil ity (unless indexed in

another prominent database) 
 

What does "Indexed in
PubMed" imply?
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IMPACT FACTOR SIMPLIFIED [6]
The impact factor ( IF)  is  a measure of the
frequency with which the average article in a
journal has been cited in a particular year.  It  is
used to measure the importance or rank of a
journal by calculating the times its articles are
cited.
The calculation is based on a two-year period
and involves dividing the number of t imes
articles were cited by the number of articles
that are citable.  [6]

Although not perfect,  the impact factor has
been used as a proxy to measure the reliabil ity
and hence the prestige of a scientif ic journal .
 
For instance- NEJM considered the holy grail  of
Medical Academica has an IF of 74.7 
This means that on average,  a publication in the
NEJM gets cited nearly 75 times in the year or
two since it  was published.  

What is it  & Why does 
it  matter?

 

INDEXING IN GOOGLE
SCHOLAR- NOT REALLY

INDEXING?
 

Google scholar is  simply a
search engine,  not an

academic database.  It  collects
research papers from all  over

the web including grey
literature and non-peer

reviewed papers and reports.
Moreover,  it  lacks a unique

article identif ier ,  a standard
in other databases (PMID for

PubMed).
 

 Look out for journals that
claim to be indexed in Google

Scholar.  It ’s  not really
indexing,  savvy? 

 
 

https://doi.org/10.1080/17521740701702115
http://wayback.archive-it.org/org-350/20180312141605/https:/www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/dif_med_pub.html


Indexing
101
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ERAS AND PUBLICATIONS 
I f  you are applying to the US for residency,  these
are the categories your articles/  abstracts will  go
under in ERAS;

Peer-Reviewed Articles/Abstracts (Published) -
Includes Peer Reviewed publications in Scientif ic
journals.
Requires you to mention the volume, issue
number,  page as well  as month and year of issue.   
Also has a separate row to mention the PMID
(Although optional ,  its inclusion is a mark of its
importance) 

Peer-Reviewed Articles/Abstracts (Other than
Published)- Includes completed Abstracts/
Articles currently submitted/ undergoing review
in scientif ic journals 

Peer-Reviewed and Non-Peer Reviewed Online
Publication-  These are Publications that only
require a URL.   Apart from a few outlets,  they
hold very less weight than Peer-Reviewed
Publications in scientif ic journals which are
standard and well  known. We advise against
publishing in these journals.

A WORD OF CAUTION- 
Publishing a scientif ic article is  easy today.  There
are hundreds of online journals that will  publish
your manuscript for a fee or even for free so as to
increase the journal visibil ity.  

As founders of Otto,  we always advise our
mentees to publish in only  Peer-Reviewed and
PubMed indexed journals .  Although not perfect,
this 2 step check allows us to bypass most
predatory journals or free online journals of
questionable scientif ic validity.   You have worked
hard on your research,  don’t let it  fall  in the
wrong hands,  or publish it  somewhere just
because it 's  free and fast .  Do your research,  to
publish your research!  
 

What is it  & Why does 
it  matter?

 

THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS 
A FREE LUNCH?

 
Beware of publishing in non

indexed, free online journals.  
This will  reduce the value of 

your research paper or article,  
and your efforts will  go in 

vain.  Even if  a journal name
sounds official ,  chances are it

might not be so.  Do check
the indexing of a journal 

before submission!
 
 

As for predatory journals,  
Check if  the journal is  a 
member of DOAJ, COPE, 

OASPA or STM.
You can find a full  l ist  here:  

https://beallsl ist .net/
 



Harivarsha Puttam
Passionate about Global

Health Care Equity
INDIA

Tejaswini Ashok
Violinist and Aspiring

Internist.
INDIA

Victoria  Tarnate 
Applying for IM Match

2023
PHILIPPINES

 

Nazia Ahmed
Passionate about Global

Health
CANADA

Sandeep.S.L
Applying for IM Match

2023
INDIA

Amanda Treviño 
Medical Student 

Hem-Onc and Cardio
MÉXICO  

Role of Vitamin B12 and Folate in
Metabolic Syndrome

OTTO  MENTEES 

https://www.cureus.com/articles/73145-role-of-vitamin-b12-and-folate-in-metabolic-syndrome
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Shaalina Nair
Looking to Collaborate  
Match 2023 applicant

MALAYSIA

Shreya Arora
 Passionate about Internal
Medicine, Tech  & MedEd

INDIA

 Rishab  Prabhu 
Applying for IM Match

2022
INDIA

 

Pahel agarwal
Final Year M.B.B.S
 IM Match 2024

INDIA

Maanya Katta
Travel Buff 

IM Match 2023
INDIA

Shilpa Samayam 
Medical Student 

2nd M.B.B.S.
INDIA

Role of Direct Oral Anticoagulation
Agents as Thromboprophylaxis in

Antiphospholipid Syndrome

OTTO  MENTEES 

https://www.cureus.com/articles/73145-role-of-vitamin-b12-and-folate-in-metabolic-syndrome
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Dr Ahmad Azam
 Applying for Internal

Medicine Match 2024
PAKISTAN

Diagnostic Challenges and
Management of Fibromyalgia

Saurav K Jha
 

Match 2023 applicant
NEPAL

Aniqa Qureshi
 General Physician

IM match 2023
PAKISTAN

John Iskander
Family Med Enthusiast

Match 2022
CANADA

 

Bhuvana Rasagna 
Medicine & Research

Enthusiast, IM Match 2023
INDIA

Vithi Patel 
Problem solver, Persevering

IM Match 2023
INDIA

OTTO  MENTEES 

https://www.cureus.com/articles/73145-role-of-vitamin-b12-and-folate-in-metabolic-syndrome
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Fenil Gandhi
Research Project

Associate, IM Match 2022
UNITED STATES

A Comprehensive Review of
Neuronal Changes in Diabetics

Ramya Manjunatha 
Applying for Neurology

Match 2023
INDIA

Rudy Luna
 Applying for

Neurology Match 2023
MEXICO 

Bhaswanth Bollu
Aspiring Internist
IM Match 2023

INDIA

Tias Saha
Observer- Saint Joseph
Hospital, IM Match 2023

BANGLADESH

Nikhil Reddy
Research Enthusiast,

Applying for IM
INDIA

OTTO  MENTEES 

https://www.cureus.com/articles/73145-role-of-vitamin-b12-and-folate-in-metabolic-syndrome
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Abdullah J Yamani
 Interested in Pediatric

Medicine, PD Match 2023
KENYA

Management of Steroid-Resistant
Nephrotic Syndrome in Children

Syeda Khan 
Pediatrics enthusiast 

 
PAKISTAN

Sanjana Sachdeva 
Applying for Pediatrics

match 2023
INDIA

Cristian Davalos
Aspiring Pediatrician

 
BRAZIL

Daniel Patterson
Applying for FM match

2022
INDONESIA

Athira Babu
Pediatric Resident,

Working on Match 2023
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 

OTTO  MENTEES 

https://www.cureus.com/articles/73145-role-of-vitamin-b12-and-folate-in-metabolic-syndrome
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Upcoming
International
Conferences

and
Submission
Deadlines

Learn more about
conferences

happening globally ,
where and how you

can submit your
latest work!
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2022 EMORY GLOBAL HEALTH CASE
COMPETITION. 
DEADLINE: 22 NOVEMBER 2021.
 

BEYOND SCIENCES- SCIENCE AND SOCIETY
DEADLINE: 19 NOVEMBER 2021.  

ZAGREB INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL SUMMIT
DEADLINE: 20 NOVEMBER 2021.  

GOMECON 2021:  WINTER EDITION (GOA)
DEADLINE: 20 NOVEMBER 2021.  

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS IM 2022
DEADLINE: 30 NOVEMBER 2021.  
NOTE: MUST BE AN ACP MEMBER TO SUBMIT

CARDIOCON 2022 (AHMEDABAD, INDIA)
DEADLINE: 30 JANUARY 2022. 

ISCOMS 2022 (THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
CONGRESS OF BIO-MEDICAL SCIENCES)
DEADLINE: 30 JANUARY 2022. 

BIMCO 2021 -  EUROPE
DEADLINE: 30 DECEMBER 2021.  

EUROPEAN STUDENT THINK TANK 
DEADLINE: 30 NOVEMBER 2021.  

AAPI MSRF RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
DEADLINE: 30 DECEMBER 2021.  



What's
New and
Brewing
at Otto?

A sneak-peak into
what's in store for

the coming few
months,  from us

at Otto!
 
 
 
 
 

Subscribe to Otto
Updates at

theottoresearchin
itiative.com

 
Follow us at 

LinkedIn- The
Otto Research

Initiative to keep
yourself  updated!
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NEW BATCH LAUNCHES!
We're launching 5 new teams in Internal
Medicine and 2 new teams in Pediatrics and
Neurology in the 1st week of December
2021 !  
We will  be contacting you via whatsapp (on
your registered phone numbers) ,  on a f irst
come first serve basis .  
Keep a lookout for Otto popping up in your
DMs soon!

PHASE 2:  THE BEYOND 

Elements of Reference Management
using Mendeley,
Advanced writing tips to improve article
flow.
A masterclass for oral  and poster
presentation (A-Z),  to help you present in
conferences worldwide.  All  for free!

For our mentees who have already published
with us,  we will  be launching a second
project with a chance to learn 

Estimated Start Date of Phase 2:  First week
of December.

COLLABORATIONS AND WORKSHOPS

We're in talks of collaborating with other
organizations to hold free data analysis and
statistics workshops for our mentees and
subscribers at Otto.

We haven't decided on a f ixed date yet,  but
we promise you we will  soon!
If  you haven't subscribed to Otto or followed
us on LinkedIn yet,  do so today to be the
first to know! 
So what are you waiting for? Christmas? 
(forgive us,  one  of  our mentors is  going
through a bollywood binge phase right now.  
We wish her well . )


